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Abstract- Oscillator phase noise (PN) in orthogonal frequency
division multiplexing (OFDM) systems can cause severe performance degradation. In contrary to the assumptions made
previously, recent work has discovered that the intercarrier
interference (ICI) distribution due to a wide range of PN
strengths in fact deviates from Gaussian characteristics. Hence
we have compared the accuracy of a theoretical Gaussian symbol
error rate (SER) analysis to that of the simulated SER in additive
white Gaussian noise (AWGN), frequency flat and frequency
selective Rayleigh fading channels. In multipath channels the
SER is evaluated jointly considering the fading effects on the
OFDM signal and ICI. Our results indicate that modeling ICI
due to PN as Gaussian in the AWGN channel can lead to
pessimistic theoretical predictions. However in fading channels,
the difference between the simulated and the theoretical results
is marginal.
I. INTRODUCTION

Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) is a
popular modulation technique used in broadband wireless
communication systems. OFDM is robust against multipath
fading and has a high spectral efficiency. However OFDM
systems are sensitive to synchronization errors including timing/frequency offset and phase noise (PN) [1].
Previous technical literature has extensively analyzed the
PN effects in OFDM systems [2]-[6]. PN will rotate all the
demodulated subcarriers of an OFDM symbol by a common
phase angle. This angle is known as the common phase error
(CPE). In the presence of PN, the orthogonality among the
subcarriers is lost and this introduces intercarrier interference
(ICI). If these two effects are not compensated at the receiver,
severe performance degradation and a loss in data capacity is
to be expected. In [7] information theoretic studies in terms
of the cut-off rate and capacity were reported to highlight the
performance limitations due to PN.
Most of the previous papers analyzing the PN effects have
concentrated on characterizing the ICI (calculating the ICI
power for various PN and OFDM system parameters) and
only a few authors have derived theoretical error formulae
[8], [9], [10]. A drawback of these efforts is their simplified
theoretical formulation at least for the purpose of error prediction in the fading channels. An accurate error analysis for
the fading channel must consider the joint effects between
the useful OFDM signal and the interference due to PN.
Many have also assumed Gaussian interference characteristics

(a) transmitter
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of a general OFDM communication system.

for a wide variety of PN which have been questioned in a
recently published paper by Petrovic et al. [6]. By adopting
the relative PN bandwidth (incorporates both PN and OFDM
system parameters), they have shown that the ICI cannot be
categorized by a Gaussian random variable for a wide range
of PN. This brings up several interesting questions such as
1). Does previous work predicting the error performance
using Gaussian assumptions for the ICI yield pessimistic
symbol error rate (SER) results?
2). In many cases of practical interest, a Gaussian error
analysis is mathematically tractable. One can use a plethora of
already existing results for the purpose of error analysis. Hence
when ICI characteristics deviate from Gaussian conditions, is
there a way that we can modify a Gaussian analysis to predict
accurate theoretical results?
3). In multipath channels, can we consider joint fading
effects for the OFDM signal and the interference due to PN
to build a better theoretical error solution?. Note that in this
scenario the OFDM system performance is dominated by the
bad subcarriers which are subject to deep fading. For these
subcarriers the effect of interference is also minimal. Hence
for analytical tractability if ICI is assumed as Gaussian even
for cases when it is not so quite true, will we reduce the
accuracy of the SER results?
In this paper our aim is to answer these questions. The
results presented here indicate that modeling the PN as
Gaussian and evaluating the SER in the AWGN channel
leads to appreciable discrepancies between the theoretical and
simulated results especially at high values of signal-to-noise
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ratio. However in fading channels, provided that the channel The PN 0 (n) produces a multiplicative distortion on the
correlation effect between the useful OFDM signal and the OFDM signal as indicated by (3). The random variable w(n)
ICI due to PN is considered, the theoretical results closely represents complex AWGN with zero mean and variance No /2
agree with the simulations. In summary our contributions in per real, imaginary dimensions. The transmitted information
on the k-th subcarrier is obtained by passing Ym (n) through an
this paper are:
1). In the presence of PN, accurate theoretical error per- N-point discrete Fourier transform (DFT). The demodulated
formance evaluation techniques are presented for frequency signal for the k-th subcarrier Ym (k) is given by
flat and selective fading channels. It uses the existing error
Ym (k) = Im (0)Hm (k)Xm (k) + Im (k) + W(k) (4)
performance analysis concepts, however to our best knowledge
their applicability to the PN problem in OFDM is novel.
where Im(0) is the CPE and W(k) is the k-th subcarrier
2). The consequences of assuming Gaussian ICI charac- AWGN. Im(k) is the ICI component for the k-th subcarrier
teristics (when it is not the case) for the analytical error respectively given by
performance prediction in AWGN channels are addressed.
N-1
This paper is organized as follows. In Section II we in1
(5)
Im(0)
E ej m(n)
troduce the OFDM system model with PN, and ICI effects
NE
n=O
are analyzed. In Section III and IV the SER performance of
the OFDM system is investigated over AWGN and fading and
7l)
IN-1
channels. The simulated results are presented in Section V.
N
= { EC
Im(k)
(6)
Finally we summarize the main findings of this paper and
1=0
some conclusions are drawn in Section VI.
Notation: E(.) denotes the statistical expectation operator. A. Phase Noise Models
Lower/upper case letters are used to denote time/frequency
Many parameters are required for accurate PN modeling
variables. (.)* is the complex conjugate.
[11]. Past literature have relied both on practical measurements
and theoretical assumptions for the purpose. For the free
II. OFDM SYSTEM WITH PHASE NOISE
running oscillator, a popular model is to define PN a sampled
In this Section we describe the OFDM system model in the Brownian motion process. Hence is the discrete time PN is
presence of PN. The OFDM transmissions consist of symbol given by 0(n + 1) = 0(n) + c(n), where c(n) is a Gaussian
blocks each with a period of T, seconds. In this time N random variable with zero mean and variance (j2 = 4wT,.
subcarriers X(k) for k = 0,1, ..., (N- 1) are modulated by Ts is the sample time and 3 refers to the 3 dB bandwidth of
a signal alphabet A and used for carrying information. For the corresponding oscillator power spectral density. A detailed
1 The sampled m-th description of the PN process and parameters involved in the
/X.
4-QAM A C {±1 ± j} and j
free-running can be found in [6].
transmitted time domain OFDM symbol to the channel is
In [6] the similarity of the ICI to a Gaussian distribution
IN-1
is
compared using a statistical measure called the kurtosis K
Z Xm(k)e
(1) defined by
Xm(n) ,N E
N
K = E4 } 3
(7)
where the constant 1/vN normalizes the power and n
-Nc,.., (N -1). Next a cyclic prefix greater than the maximum channel delay is appended and the composite signal is The random variable v corresponds to ICI and or2 is the ICI
transmitted to the channel. N, is the cyclic prefix length. In power. In other words if K = 0, then ICI due to PN follows
this paper we assume a tap delay-line multipath channel model a normal distribution.
given by
III. SER ANALYSIS IN AWGN CHANNELS
L-1
In this Section we use the Gaussian ICI model (often
(2)
h(t, T) Z h, (t)3 (t -Tl)
assumed in the previous technical literature) to evaluate the
1=0
SER of an OFDM system in the presence of PN. The validity
In (2) L signifies the number of channel paths, {hl (t)}L -o
of the results obtained is discussed in Section V.
denotes zero mean complex Gaussian random variables and Ti
In the AWGN channel, the channel gains Hm (k) are set to
is the l-th delay in OFDM sample spacing At. For simplicity
and (4) is expressed by Ym(k) = Im(0)Xm(k)+Nm(k).
unity
and without loss of generality delays {Tl }'-1 are assumed to The total noise observed at the receiver is Nm (k) and is given
be in integer multiples of At. Note that (2) is generic and the
by
frequency flat/selective conditions could be simulated using
N-1
this model with varying parameters.
Im (I- k)Xm(k) + W(k)
Nm (k)
(8)
The sampled received OFDM signal y(n) in the presence
1=0,17k
of PN impairments is given by
The SER in AWGN channel is evaluated by expressing the
{n)
+
(3) effective SINR including PN and using the error expression for
ym(n)
{xm(n) x h(n)} w(n)
o

j7n

=

=
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1

M-QAM modulation. Assuming coherent detection the SINR
-y is written as [5]

E[ Im(°) 12]>72

where (72 is the average signal power and the ICI power is
given by [5]

(72

E0, Im(l k)Xm(l)
1=0,17+k
N-1

1=0,1+k

E{Im(l

k) 2})

-Efilm(0)l2%)

Since in the previous literaturee ICI due to PN is assume-d as
Gaussian, average SER PE is simple to calculate. For M-(Q)AM
PE(k) is expressed by
=

2a

x

erfc ()

a2 x erfc2 (

)

(12)

2a _a2/a
a e c~ c~ a>0

(15)

where a- = E{ IH 2}. This is a well known method of
calculating the error performance in fading channels [12]. PE
is expressed by

IYh
b} ae d2do
2a2j02(h -jae I2ddo

PE =4a f0erfc

(10)

However noting that the received signal is only multiplied by
the phase factor ejo(') o7 can also be written as
(1 1)
an2n =(72( I

PE

p(a)

(9)

an + No

n7= E

flat fading channel is obtained by averaging the AWGN error
expression over channel Rayleigh pdf, p(a) of a.

(16)

The integrals in (16) can be evaluated as infinite summations.
These summations can also be truncated without compromising much accuracy. The first integral of (16) is given by [15]

I1 =

a

erfc

]

3C

ac

a

(h ae2 lado

e2c~d-2

d3

k0

(17)

c2k(
3
i1
I
U !~.24
k+ ,kl; ,2
4

The confluent hypergeometric function of the second kind

U(x, y; z) = I1F(x) j

e-ttd-1(1 + t)y-x-ldt

(18)

t (x) = f0 tx-le-t dt and the second integral involved in
where a = 4(1 -1 / ), b = 2(M- 1)/(31og2 M) anc the (16) is simplified as
complementary error function erfc(x) = 2/ wffDee-t2dt.
1,

OFDM is robust against multipath fading. This fact is the
main reason for its adoption in many broadband communication systems. In the following the performance evaluation
of OFDM over frequency flat/selective fading channels due to
PN impairments is studied.
A. Frequency Flat Fading Channels
When the wireless channel has frequency flat fading characteristics, all OFDM subcarriers experience same severity of
fading. Hence we drop the subscript denoting the subcarriers
for simplicity, i.e., Hm(k) = Hm and IHm(k) 2 = a2 for
k = 0,1,I, (N -1). The received signal Ym(-k) is

Ym (k)

=

Im (0) HmXm (k)

(13)

N-1

+ Hm

E Im((l

+!W(k)

k)Xm())

1=0,17&k

The instantaneous SINR at the receiver decision device conditioned on the channel coefficient is given by
Yh

E[ oIm(0) 2]a27
a

2u72+ No

2a2

12 =
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(14)

a2

2

erfC2

( oh ea /ddo

(19)

I (c2)uk3 K'
a2c-c
+/,
U (k + 2~k' d2
d2e,k (24
4
d3
k0

+

d -3kC(2k+2n+4) F(n + 2)
4 2a12 1 2<2 0
e 2d2 n 1=
(2n + 1)n!(2d)2n
3
\n= kOk

x

(-I)'

X

2 k+k
Wn-2(d2J)

where k' = (k + 2), c2 = E[ Im(0) 2](2 /bNo and d2
K7N0. W(.) is the Whittaker function [16]. a is set to unity.
B. Frequency Selective Fading Channels
In general, most of the wireless fading channels encountered
in practice are frequency selective. In this case the received
signal is given by (4). Since the fading channel coefficients
are different across the subcarrier spectrum, Hm(k) can not
be factored out of the ICI summation. See (13). However in
order to perform a theoretical analysis similar to flat fading, we
consider the adjacent channel frequency domain correlation.
Hence the k-th subcarrier Hm(k) could be written as [15],

Hm(k) AAkHm(l) + (V 1 Ak) Zm
-

(20)

In order to evaluate the SER in the flat fading channel, we The correlation coefficient AAk depends on the distance or
note that the instantaneous SINR is a function of the Rayleigh separation between k-th and l-th frequency bins. Zm is moddistributed random variable a. Hence the average SER in the eled as a Gaussian random variable, Zm -NA^(0, 1). In other
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terms given that k-th and l-th bins are sufficiently apart, the
channel correlation is negligible.

AAk= E{H(k)H*(k + Ak)}
L-1

E

(

h(l)e- N) (Z he (mr)e

-j27(kZ\k)c)
N

}
)X

m=O

1=0

L-1

(21)
L-1

2 j2k7rt

2171 e

N

1=0

In (21) u7 is the power of the l-th tap. For example, assuming
a uniform power delay profile, i.e., or2= 1/L (21) can be
further simplified as [14]
k

Lill ( N )

jAk(L-)/N

(22)

By substituting (20), into (4) to obtain

Ym (k)

=

Im (0) Hm (k) Xm (k)
N-1

+ Hm (k)
N-1

+

E

1=0,l1k

E

1=0,17+k

All-klIm (I k)Xm (1))

Im (l -k)Xm(l)Zm (I) + W(k)

Hence the instantaneous k-th subcarrier SINR in the general
frequency selective case can be established from

E[ Im (0) 2]a(2u72
+ (2 + No

1). The performance of an OFDM system will depend on
the accuracy of the channel estimation output and detection
technique employed.
2). In the presence of PN, the channel estimator output is
Hm(k) = I/Hm(k)e ja.g[Im(0)] However since the CPE is
varying per OFDM symbol basis, this variation must also be
tracked. The value for Hm(k) also depends on the channel
estimation method employed (for example, pilots multiplexed
with the data subcarriers or block channel estimation). In block
channel estimation, further complications can occur due to the
use of outdated values. Analyzing these effects are beyond the
scope of this paper.
Note that the use of the frequency correlation function
to derive an accurate theoretical error formula in OFDM
systems involving ICI was first reported in [15]. However
the work reported in [15] addresses the ICI problem due to
the carrier frequency offset (CFO). The nature of ICI due
to PN and CFO are different. While the adjacent channel
ICI in CFO is more significant (hence has some kind of
regularity), the ICI due to PN has a random structure via PN
samples. Hence our approach for the ICI error analysis due
to PN is sufficiently novel. Besides, to our best knowledge
previous authors have only followed a channel independent
approach for error performance evaluation due to PN, which
results in inferior theoretical predictions. In this approach
rather than treating the signal and ICI fading effects jointly, a
separate estimate is made for the faded ICI power. Hence it
overestimates the ICI contribution for some subcarriers.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS
We have performed Matlab simulations to investigate the
accuracy of the theoretical analysis provided in previous
where j72 and j72 are given by
Sections. In all cases N = 64 and uncoded 16-QAM. For
frequency selective scenario, a block fading channel was
2
A lm(l k)Xm(l)
(25) assumed. In other words an independent channel realization
E1l-k
was generated per transmitted OFDM symbol. The channel
1=0,1lAk
power delay profile is uniform with three paths. Tap spacing
and
is in integer multiples of OFDM sample spacing. The PN
process described in [13] is considered. The PN samples are
(26) generated by filtering white Gaussian noise with zero mean
-k)Xm(l)Zm(l) )
CF.2 E
and unit variance. The mask is H(z) = at/ (1- b1z1z) where
1=0,1lAk
at = 0.0316, b1 = 0.9999 and PN variance is uo [13].
Fig. 2 shows the simulated SER performance in the AWGN
To calculate the error performance, one can now follow the
channel.
For comparison reasons, we have also plotted the
exact steps similar to the case of flat fading. The above analysis
theoretical
curves assuming a Gaussian distribution for the
(16) -(19) also leads to similar integrals found in (16) and
PN.
the two sets of results deviate substantially. The
Clearly
hence the theoretical SER in closed form can be derived. The
total SER PE of the OFDM system (for frequency selective predicted theoretical results are lower than the simulations in
case) is calculated as the mean of PE (k). Hence assuming that all cases, however their difference reduce as j7 is increased.
Fig. 3 illustrates the theoretical and simulated SER perforall the N subcarriers are for carrying data,
mance for the frequency selective Rayleigh fading channel.
IN-1
Note that in this case the predicted results from theory are
PE Z-E PE (k)
(27) closer to the actual simulated values (compared to the AWGN
k=O
channel). In fading channels, one has to carefully consider
In above SER derivations we assumed perfect channel state the joint effects of fading on the OFDM signal and ICI to
information at the receiver. However consider a practical accurately calculate the error rate. The error performance of
OFDM implementation, it is worth mentioning the following: an OFDM system is mainly influenced by bad subcarriers
424

<Yh ag2(72

( m(l

(24)

a)

affected by existing communication systems are some examples of the later type. In these scenarios, by applying the
concepts discussed, more accurate theoretical predictions can

~~~~~.............

be made.

........).......................................

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have analyzed the validity of the well
known Gaussian ICI assumption due to PN for predicting the
SER performance of an OFDM system. The results reported
are for AWGN and frequency flat/selective channels. Considering the fading effects on the OFDM signal and the ICI, a
theoretical SER expression was calculated in closed form. Our
simulation results indicate that modeling ICI due to PN as
Gaussian in AWGN channel leads to pessimistic theoretical
predictions. However in the fading scenario, the difference
between the simulated and the theoretical result is marginal.
In the fading channel, the error performance is governed by
subcarriers in deep nulls. For these subcarriers ICI effects are
minimal as it also is exposed to fading.
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